
The Windows Project
Writing is a way of seeing – the ordinary and the extraordinary, from your own

street to the landscape of your dreams. Everyone has a voice that is valuable

and unique. All you need is a pen, a piece of paper – and your imagination!

The Windows Project is a resource of writers and artists from a wide range

of backgrounds and cultures, founded by Dave Calder and Dave Ward in 1976

- bringing together their experience of

poetry performances and events,

publications and workshops.

The Project has gone on to encourage

creativity through writing across

Merseyside, the north west and

beyond ...

in the clatter of community halls,

under the watchful eye of the

museum’s dinosaur, in the silence

beside the library shelves, between

nervous coughs in waiting rooms,

across the pool tables of youth

centres, propped up on the pillows of

hospital beds, in the concentration of

crowded classrooms and the energy

of summer play-schemes.

Poems have appeared everywhere – as flapping banners, as the leaves of trees,

wound around park railings, painted onto subways, spiralling on mobiles,

hot-wired from polystyrene, grilled onto toasties, strung out on kites ...

Over 1,000 sessions each year with more than 50 writers and artists – poets and

playwrights, storytellers and novelists who work locally, nationally and

internationally.



Writers in Education

Writers and artists from all walks of life can 

pass on their inspirations, their techniques and

their skills through performances that are

thought-provoking, powerful or down-right

funny; along with dynamic demonstrations and

hands-on workshops, with plenty of

opportunities for questions.

The sessions can lead to a collection of poems,

a book of short stories, a drama for assembly 

or even a film-script. Visits can last for one 

action-packed day or be spread over a term,

building to a publication or performance.

The writers and artists are creative and

adaptable, tailoring sessions to suit the classes

involved, working on any theme within and

beyond the curriculum.

Schools can book writers to visit their school at

any time during the year or for special events

such as National Poetry Day, World Book Day,

National Storytelling Week, arts festival, book 

week or INSET session.

“In the lively and productive workshop, the young
people discovered a new outlet for their creativity

and also considerably broadened their
cultural diversity awareness.”

Hayley Fox Roberts, Liscarbin Hall, Co Leitrim, Ireland.

Writers in the Community

Poetry is fun, something we can all join in with.

The Tree of Dreams combines hand-crafted puppets with mesmerising music,

poetry, riddles and songs and has enthralled audiences of all ages ... in a busy

supermarket, a library at midnight, a double-decker bus,

Liverpool’s Albert Dock, Central Library, World Museum and

Unity Theatre and solo tours to Singapore and Hong Kong.

“Thanks very much – a magical
evening which was just right!” 

Woodcraft Folk, Greenbank

The menu event has engrossed customers in city centre cafes where poetry

waiters have invited them to play word games, write poems, muse on their

fellow customers or request a poem to be read at their table.

The Amazing Push Poem Machine creates communal participatory poems in

sun-baked playing fields, wind-swept squares, dusty avenues, a disused railway

line and crowded shopping precincts ...



Outdoor Events

“Friendly and engaging, the Amazing Push Poem
Machine ensured that a wide range of people

participated. We were really impressed, both with
the finished product and the way in which
participation was so skillfully encouraged” 

Sarah Butler, Liverpool Mental Health Consortium

Let your imagination run to the far horizon, soar to the clouds and drink in the

rich scent of the flowers. The Windows Project organises events in parks and

outdoor locations in partnership with other organisations such as Park

Rangers, local authority departments and Friends groups, to encourage respect

for the environment.

Outdoor events are geared towards children and adult groups who can use

poetry to record their experiences of a location. We also run community events

that explore the historical roots of an area and celebrate it through art.

Arts in Health

Creativity can contribute to a

sense of well-being. The Windows

Project promotes writing and a

range of other art-forms in medical

centres, hospitals, day centres and

care centres to help create a

relaxing environment for both staff

and patients.

“Seeing the dawning enthusiasm on the faces of the
children I’ve worked with has been one of the high
points of my residency. I think the work produced
really reflects that creative energy here in the

hospital. It has been a professional
transformation; I’m more able to do my job.

I’m more confident as a result.” 
Susan Phillips, Writer-in-Residence at Alder Hey Hospital



Writers’ Development

The Writers Advice Desk is an opportunity to meet with an established writer

to bring examples of your stories, poems or scripts for friendly on-the-spot

advice and individual appraisal or to find out details of publishing

opportunities, performance venues, workshops and courses.

How do writers get started? The Writers Attachment Scheme: an apprentice-style

training programme gives writers with a track record of publication or

performance a chance to run workshops with an experienced mentor.

The Windows Project also supports adult writing workshops at Liver House, at

community venues and in libraries.

Play-scheme Poetry Games

“The Windows Project
has elaborated and refined
the method of using games
that escalate into art –
working with thousands
of children a year” 
Adrian Henri, The Guardian

Throw a ball into a hole, chase a toy

mouse around a maze, shake the dice

and shift a counter to follow where

chance takes you ...

Sensational Poetry!, Pete’s Powerful Poetry

Pipes, Doctor Squint’s Colour 

Co-ordinator, The Phantastic Phonetic

Phactory ... Windows custom-built

games are all ways of getting writing

started amidst the creative clamour of

holiday play-schemes and at after-school

sessions as well.



Poetry Library

Windows has built up a small press

poetry library of independent

journals and magazines dating

back to the mid-1960s, as a resource

for research, for readers to check out

the latest publications, or writers

wanting to send out submissions.

“What shines through is something very positive, 
a brave questing after truth and hope.” 
Matt Simpson, Poet and Chair of Windows Project Trust

Publications 

IIff yyoouu wwrriittee,, yyoouu’’dd lliikkee

ssoommeeoonnee ttoo rreeaadd iitt..

Windows realises the 

self-esteem that comes 

from seeing work in print

and has produced a range

of publications from adult

mental health survivors,

community groups, youth

centres, schools, play-

schemes, intergenerational

projects and a domestic

abuse survivors group.

“These Stonepoems
contain strong energies.
They’re full of engaging

rhythms, sights and
sounds, and as they

delight in the world, they
cleverly share their
delight with everyone 
who reads them” 

Andrew Motion, Poet Laureate



“A wonderful resource ... A treasure chest
of help and advice for schools and libraries

to support initiatives and promote creative writing” 
Sue Powell, Head of Services for Wirral Libraries

Supporters

Arts Council England, Halton Borough Council, Knowsley Metropolitan Borough

Council, Liverpool City Council, St Helens Borough Council, Sefton Borough

Council, West Lancs Borough Council, Wirral Metropolitan Borough Council.

A&E Education Trust, Alchemy Foundation, Awards For All, Austin and Hope,

Pilkington and United Trusts on Merseyside, BBC Children in Need,

The Baring Foundation, Boots Charitable Trust, Charities Aid Foundation,

Cory Harding, Duchy of Lancaster Benevolent Fund, Eleanor Rathbone

Charitable Trust, Esmeé Fairbairn Charitable Trust, Ford of Britain, Foundation for 

Sports and Arts, Gaddum Centre Charity, Granada Foundation, I.R. Charities,

The Jill Franklin Trust, Johnson Foundation, Liverpool Paradise Foundation,

Merseyside Playing Fields, Moores Family Trust, P.H. Holt Charitable Trust,

Paul Hamlyn Foundation, Pilkington General Charitable Trust, The Prince’s Trust,

Proven Family Trust, Radio City Charitable Trust, The Sydney Black Trust,

Tilotson Bradbury Charitable Trust, TSB Foundation, Vernons Pools,

The Wedge Foundation, The Wethered Bequest.

Smoke

Smoke magazine was launched in

1974, and has kept to a simple

format of sharp insightful poems

and strong black and white

graphics, with an international

subscription list, and submissions

from all over the world.

“just letting
the poems speak
for themselves” 
Ben Barton, subscriber

Poets have included Simon

Armitage, Carol-Ann Duffy, Miroslav

Holub, Jackie Kaye, Roger McGough,

Ian McMillan and Adrian Mitchell.

New contributors are encouraged

and their work appears alongside

poetry by established writers.
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Thanks to Great Georges Project,

Halewood Community Council and

Merseyside Play Action Council where

many of Windows’ ideas and strategies

were first developed.


